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**ABSTRACT**

With nearly every new swarm robotic platform built, the designers develop its software stack, from low-level drivers to high-level algorithmic implementations. And while the different software stacks frequently share components, especially in robot-to-robot communication, these common components are also developed from scratch time and again. We present SwarmTalk, a new communication library that can be quickly ported to new and existing swarm hardware. SwarmTalk adopts a publish-subscribe communication model that satisfies the severe hardware constraints found in many swarms, and provides an easy-to-use programming interface. We port our SwarmTalk prototype to two hardware swarm platforms and two simulator-based platforms, and implement commonly-used swarm algorithms on these four platforms. We present the design and implementation of SwarmTalk, discuss some of the system challenges in implementation and cross-platform porting, and report on our initial experiences as a common communication abstraction for a community benchmarking suite.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Research in the field of swarm robotics seeks to coordinate the actions of a group of simple, physical robots. Visions of future swarm robots imagine them solving tasks with more reliability, adaptability, and scalability compared to traditional monolithic robots. Swarms are expected to be tolerant to individual failures, reconfigurable for easy adaptation to changing tasks, and scalable to match the expanding needs of a wide range of tasks. Some of the exciting applications for these systems include warehouse management, space exploration, search and rescue, self-driving vehicle navigation, crop pollination, and precision farming.

While research excitement with swarms goes as far back as the 1980s, recent advances in computing, communication, manufacturing and assembly are enabling researchers to realize physical swarms much larger than before. The last few years we have seen a growing number of swarm platforms being built with hundreds and even thousands of robots [11, 24, 30, 33, 36]. Each of these platforms, with unique hardware designs and limitations, currently requires the development of its own software stack, from low-level drivers, such as network I/O buffering or pulse-width modulation (PWM) for differential motors, to high-level algorithmic implementations. Once built, these platforms are commonly evaluated using a mostly ad-hoc set of algorithms and home-grown implementations.

As the field matures, the value of a common benchmarking suite to drive performance-based designs and platform comparison will become increasingly clear. Widely used for evaluating computer systems [39], in robotics benchmarking has so far focused on single robot performance [1], specific types of swarm robotics tasks [6], or on simulated robot systems [42, 44]. No current benchmarking suite addresses the hardware challenges of various swarm platforms in terms of computational and communication constraints. We argue that a common benchmark suite that includes a community agreed-upon set of benchmarks and is easily portable to any swarm platform, will help propel the field forward by enabling side-by-side comparisons of alternative solutions, both in terms of hardware designs and algorithm implementations, or between subsequent iterations of a system under evaluation.

Key to building a benchmarking system is identifying a portable and easy-to-use programming model. There have been efforts regarding Domain Specific Languages for programming and managing swarm robots [2, 31, 45] as well as OS abstractions for miniature robots [43]. Similar discussions have also happened in the Wireless Sensor Networks community [25]. However, most of these programming models rely on communication primitives provided by either the OS or the firmware. Most swarm platforms trade packet and memory size for cost and scalability, for instance by severely limiting the maximum transmission unit for communication. This complicates the porting of programming abstractions and algorithms, potentially requiring the use of data compression or packet...
fragmentation, a far from trivial task. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no protocol that fits in such small packets given the communication scenario, which will be discussed in Sec. 2.1.

As swarm behaviors are dominated by communication and sensing interaction between robots, we believe that a first step towards creating this benchmarking suite is to abstract away the communication layer of swarm platforms into a shared communication library with a common, agreed-upon interface to low-level drivers.

In this paper, we present SwarmTalk, a minimalistic communication library for extremely hardware-constrained swarm robotics platforms. SwarmTalk adopts a publish-subscribe communication model [10] and supports the transmission of multi-packet messages. Under the publish-subscribe communication model, robots wishing to send a message register first as publishers on a virtual channel to which other robots, interested in receiving the message, can register as subscribers. SwarmTalk is designed for portability. For each new hardware platform being built, the platform developers will only need to write the minimal amount of driver interface code once and can use the provided user interface for all future communication programming. This library can also serve as the communication component for the programming abstractions mentioned above. The system is designed to have a minimal footprint, with a user configurable packet header that is default to 3 bytes. We have verified our design through an open source implementation of the library, as well as the driver interface implementations for two physical robot platforms - Kilobot [36] and Coachbot V2.0 [46] - and two virtual platforms in ARGoS simulator [32] - Kilobot and Footbot [3].

All four robot environments have been tested with three canonical swarm behaviors to examine the performance in both static and mobile environment, as well as in time critical operations. With only interfacing the system-unique LED and motor actuation to a set of consistent function calls, the user code for implementing the behaviors is identical across four platforms. This shows promising support for an open benchmark suite.

We envision a new phase for research in swarm robotics platforms in which a research group will develop a platform, link the low level drivers to the communication library, and automatically inherit all programs above the library level, such as benchmark suites or higher abstractions. The configurable library can provide a consistent base line to separate the algorithms and the hardware into two components, so as to compare their performance independently. Within a research community, benchmarks are a statement of the discipline’s research goals, and they emerge through a synergistic process of both technical knowledge and community buy-in [39]. We expect that, much as high-level languages did in the 60-70s, a higher-level communication model may allow researchers to focus on the problem rather than the implementation details, and thus be able to tackle more challenging problems.

2 SWARMTALK DESIGN

Given the event-driven, many-to-many communication approach used in most applications of swarm robotics, SwarmTalk follows a publish-subscribe communication model [4, 9]. An alternative decoupled model of communication we considered is Linda-like distributed tuples [12], which offers a similar model for publishers and subscribers but has the added complexity of requiring support for a distributed tuple space. Publish-subscribe has been adopted by a wide-range of applications, from news aggregators (e.g., Twitter) to real-time systems (e.g., XMPP) and sensor networks [19]. Under this model, communicating nodes are referentially decoupled, that is, nodes are not individually identified. Instead, nodes declare their interest in particular data by subscribing to relevant topics or channels on which other nodes can publish. Furthermore, messages can be sent on different channels completely independently from each other. For instance, nodes can regularly publish the current value of their clock in one channel while only occasionally publishing externally detected events in another channel.

2.1 Design principles

The design of SwarmTalk is driven by realistic hardware requirements and assumptions, leveraging features unique to swarm robotics. The set of high-level design principles are described as follow.

a) Minimal resource requirement: The design aspect of swarm robotic hardware platforms usually emphasizes the cost and size of individual robot. The building cost of individual robots, both in terms of time and money, has limited the overall size of swarms to the range of a few tens or, at the very most, a few hundred robots. Only in recent years have new, low-cost miniature robot platforms been developed that make affordable experimentation with swarm sizes of up to a thousand robots in research labs possible. Coming with such low cost, the hardware capabilities are very limited, both in terms of communication and memory. In order to account for even the least capable robots, such as the Kilobot with 9 byte packets as the maximum transmission unit (MTU) and a 2048 KB SRAM, the library is required to use absolutely minimal resources. The packet headers should contain just enough information for the virtual channel and the packet fragmentation. At the same time, it should be as short as possible so that the already small MTU sacrifices as little of the payload as possible. The network buffer should be bounded by user configuration and should allocate all resources statically at compile time as described as a common technique for memory deficient sensor network nodes [20]. It is reasonable to assume that the cost for digital components will decrease and impose fewer resource constraints over time, but we envision smaller, cheaper and more scalable platforms to be built accordingly. This dichotomy still necessitates minimal resource requirement.

b) Dynamic Network Topology: Swarm robots are moving entities often with a very limited communication range. Using only a broadcasting model for the underlying network layer, the set of neighbors a robot can reach is constantly changing. The issue with such loosely connected topology is that, without any centralized broker similar to a DHCP server, it is at worst unfeasible and at best inefficient for individuals to distributively come up with globally unique IDs. This imposes challenges regarding bi-directional communication as well as packet routing. As a result, the library should only deliver an abstraction for multi-channel broadcasting. Summarily, the overhead should be small enough for compatibility with even the least capable platforms, while still allowing more complicated routing algorithms to be built upon it. To ensure packet defragmentation at the receiving end, locally unique IDs are used instead. To account for the topology changes due to the robots’ motion, each robot should be able to quickly switch to a unique
with a wide variety of platform resources, from simplistic swarms to complex multi-hop broadcast systems. The library should be able to use the clock (the direction of the incoming message) to enable algorithms that require direction sensitive communication. To account for this variability, the library should allow platform developers to specify the size of the local ID space and can be used for fixed size payload.

d) **Message delay overhead estimation:** Any extra buffering of packets will introduce end-to-end delay overhead. Such underlying delay can be detrimental to time sensitive algorithms. For example, the firefly synchronization algorithm described in [47] requires an estimation of the delay between when a message is sent and when it is received. Thus the library should be able to use the clock provided by the platform to calculate the buffering delay both at the sending and the receiving end, so that users can have the realistic understanding of the end-to-end message delay. Since the sending delay and the receiving delay can only be captured according to the local clock, the overall delay estimation can be inaccurate due to the clock skew. The design has to make an assumption that the captured delay would be relatively short, so that the clock skew between the sender and receiver won’t impose too much of a difference on the estimation.

e) **Portability:** This communication library must be compatible with a wide variety of platform resources, from simplistic swarms to complex multi-hop broadcast systems. The library should be able to use the clock (the direction of the incoming message) to enable algorithms that require direction sensitive communication. To account for this variability, the library should allow platform developers to specify the size of the local ID space and can be used for fixed size payload.

![Figure 1: Default packet structure for SwarmTalk.](image)

Figure 1: Default packet structure for SwarmTalk. Each row denotes a byte in the packet. With a 9 bytes MTU as illustrated, 3 bytes will be used for header and 1 byte will be used for checksum. The remaining 5 bytes will be used for fixed size payload.

that use 9 byte packets to those using complex WiFi based communication. The design should thus make only basic assumptions about the platform drivers to make porting the library easy. The assumption including the following functionalities - interface for packet reception, interface for packet sending, and function for getting system clock. Once ported to new platforms, the library should allow existing communication programs to be run without much effort.

f) **Ease of use:** The communication interface for most platforms can be classified into two types: (1) With a fixed size buffer for storing sending messages and a fixed size buffer for storing receiving messages. The user will have to update or pull the buffers regularly [3, 46]. (2) With event driven functions to provide a handler for fixed size receiving or sending buffer [36]. Without using the library, users will have to carefully compress all the data to be sent, sometimes on the level of changing bits, to fit these platform specific constraints. This greatly raises the difficulty of porting any algorithm implementation to platforms with different communication interfaces or MTU. The library should provide a consistent communication interface and user experience across platforms.

### 2.2 System Components

With the described high level principles, we have developed the system with a default 3 byte header per packet. As shown in figure 1, the fields for the header include - **Node Id**, **Message Id**, **Sequence Number**, **If End**, **Channel Id**, and **Time To Live**. The bit length of each field is empirically set for the current version and can be configured by the user at compile time if needed. Extra bits will be padded if the configured header is not long enough for the payload to be byte aligned. The **Node Id** denotes the locally unique robot id and the **Message Id** denotes the randomly generated id for each new message. Both help serve the purpose of

![Figure 2: System components for SwarmTalk.](image)
identifying which packets should be composed back into a message. The Sequence Number and the If End indicates the sequence of packets assembling and if the current packet is the end of the sequence. The Sequence Number field also limits the maximum length of a message. For example, the default header only has 3 bits for the Sequence Number, meaning a maximum of 8 packets are allowed for each message. This is still much larger than the original maximum message size. Taking Kilobot for example, the payload of each packet is 6 bytes (9 bytes packet - 3 bytes header) which allows a maximum message length of 48 bytes (6 bytes per packet * 8 packets). If, in practice, other fields can be reduced to allow more bits for the Sequence Number with the same header size, each extra bit will double the maximum message length. The Channel Id specifies the virtual channel that the message is being sent on. The Time To Live is set to be the number of hops the packet should be forwarded. One byte of checksum is optional for a simple data integrity check.

The main components of the communication model include SwarmTalk, Channels, Publishers and Subscribers. As displayed in figure 2, one SwarmTalk object is responsible for all data transferring between the lower level network IO. It keeps a list of Channel objects with different Channel IDs, a Forward Buffer and a Cache. Each Channel object holds a list of Subscriber objects and a list of Publisher objects. Each Channel also manages its own Sending Buffer and Receiving Buffer. All memory is allocated at compile time and can be configured by the user. The user is required to initialize the Subscribers and Publishers with callback functions at run time for event driven programming. The Subscribers are designed with a default distance filter to ignore the messages received from a source too far away.

On message sending, the user can send messages of various length through the Publisher, which will check the availability of the Channel Sending Buffer. Only when the Sending Buffer is empty, will the Channel fragment the message into packets and store them in the Sending Buffer. The SwarmTalk object will use a round-robin method to pull packets from the Forward Buffer and the Channels when the network IO is ready to send. Each out-sending packet header will be stored into a Cache. When all packets in the Sending Buffer have been successfully processed, the corresponding Send Callback function will be invoked.

On packet receiving, the SwarmTalk will first check the packet header against the Cache to make sure it did not recently send the packet, to prevent broadcast storms in multi-hop broadcasting [27]. If the packet has a Time To Live larger than 0, it will be copied to the Forward Buffer with decremented Time To Live for future forwarding. The Channel with the corresponding Channel ID will also obtain a copy of the packet and go through the Receiving Buffer to check for potential message defragmentation. Once messages are formed from the packets, the Receive Callback function will be invoked.

We have developed the Channel with an option to keep a timestamp to estimate the end to end delay caused by buffering on each packet. This feature trades off extra bytes from the payload, but is necessary for time critical operations.

2.3 User Interface

The current SwarmTalk assumes a C++ programming interface with a setup function called at robot start and a loop function called periodically, which are very common embedded system programming practices. This section will provide a walk through of how to build a simple program for robots to broadcast a tuple consisting of a randomly generated ID and the local clock. For this demonstration, struct is used to store the tuple because it can be easily serialized into unsigned char arrays.

Assume we have the following as local variables. Since both random_id and clock are 64 bits, or 8 bytes, there is no trivial way for the Kilobot to send such a tuple using a 9 bytes MTU without using the library.

```cpp
typedef struct state {
    uint64_t random_id;
    uint64_t clock;
} state_t;

Channel *channel;
Publisher *publisher;
Subscriber *subscriber;

state_t my_state;
```

Now let’s initialize these variables in the setup function. We are here assuming the channel ID is 0, packets are only transmitted within one hop, no timestamp will be added to the packets, and messages farther away than 100 (platform specific distance sensor reading) will be filtered.

```cpp
void setup() {    // Initialize the channel pointer from the SwarmTalk
    channel = new_channel(channel);    // First parameter 0 filters out messages that are more than 100 units away
    random_id = rand();    // Second parameter false means this channel does not put timestamp on packets
    my_state.random_id = random_id;    // Third parameter false means this channel does not put timestamp on packets
    my_state.clock = get_clock();
}
```

To keep sending the most up-to-date tuple, we can define the send callback to update the clock and send again.

```cpp
void send() {    // Update the clock
    my_state.clock = get_clock();
    // send the updated message again
    publisher->send((unsigned char *)my_state, sizeof(state_t));
}
```

We can define the recv callback to parse the message and check if the values are correct by printing them out. Data_t is defined by the user to encompass all the sensing data for situated communication.

```cpp
void recv(unsigned char *msg, int size, int tier, Data_t *sensing) {    // Deserialize the message
    state_t *my_state = (state_t *)msg;
    // Print the ID field of the tuple
    std::cout << "ID: " << my_state->random_id << std::endl;
    // Print the clock field of the tuple
    std::cout << "Clock:" << std::endl;
    // Print the measured distance provided by the lower level driver
    std::cout << "Distance_from_sender:" << meta->dist << std::endl;
}
```

3 IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented the SwarmTalk system in C++ with a small set of benchmarking algorithms as an open source project. The
source code is public and hosted at: https://github.com/shzhangyihan/SwarmTalk.

There are currently four supported environments: Kilobot, Coachbot V2.0, simulated Kilobot in ARGoS simulation and simulated Footbot in ARGoS simulation (see figure 3). To integrate SwarmTalk to new platforms, it is as easy as implementing four function handles: (1) a function to pull out-sending packet from SwarmTalk when network IO available; (2) a function to notify SwarmTalk on packet reception; (3) a function for random number generation; (4) and a function for local clock.

![Figure 3: The robots of the four evaluated platforms.](image)

### 3.1 Kilobot

Kilobot is the first platform to demonstrate experiments with 1024 robots performing self-assembly algorithms, and shows the possibility of creating affordable large scale robot platforms [37]. Each Kilobot costs $14 of parts and 5 minutes of assembling, significantly lower than any counterparts at the time [36].

The robot-to-robot communication is achieved by each robot broadcasting packets to neighbors (up to 6 robot radii) using infrared transmitters and photodiode receivers in a CSMA/CA manner. The bandwidth of such communication channel is often reduced due to the collisions when the density of robots within communication range increases. Such hardware characteristics lead to the communication stack with 9-byte long packets that, by default, attempts to send messages twice per second.

### 3.2 Coachbot V2.0

Coachbot V2.0 is a more powerful platform that uses a Raspberry Pi 3b+ with dual-band 802.11ac wireless LAN for each robot. To achieve robot-to-robot communication, layer 2 broadcasting (i.e. MAC address based broadcasting) is used to avoid having a centralized base router. The MTU for Ethernet frames, 1500 bytes by default, is significantly larger than that of its counterparts, so we limit it to have the same MTU size as the Kilobot for demonstration purposes with fair comparisons. Each robot has sensors to receive infrared signals from the ceiling mounted HTC vive lighthouse for localization. The position information of the sending robot is embedded in the data packets for the receiving robots to calculate the distance [46]. For the simplicity of explanation, the Coachbot V2.0 will be referred as Coachbot for the rest of the paper.

### 3.3 ARGoS

ARGoS is a realistic physics-based multi-robot simulator that splits robots into their component actuators and sensors. Despite having different designs, many robots have similar actuators and sensors, such as motors powering wheels, LED’s, and infrared sensors. By taking these common components and assembling them in different ways, ARGoS can simulate a wide variety of real robots. [32]

The two simulated robots we are considering here are the Kilobot and the Footbot. The simulated Kilobots provide an identical programming interface as well as very similar experimental performances compared to the physical ones. The Footbot, or the Marxbot, is another swarm platform with more advanced battery management and an omnidirectional camera [35]. The simulated Footbot communicates with its neighbors using a range-and-bearing communication device proposed in [3], that uses infrared with a default packet size of 10 bytes as MTU. The two platforms will be referred as Argos Kilobot and Footbot for the rest of the paper.

### 4 EVALUATION

We identify a starting set of fundamental algorithms or primitives commonly used in the field, and add the implementations to a benchmarking suite prototype. We implement three algorithms - hop count, firefly synchronization and relative motion - each with identical user program across the platforms. We select these algorithms as our initial set as they are representative of the type of primitives used as building blocks for more elaborate solutions like shape formation. Each of the algorithms is implemented using SwarmTalk to demonstrate the different functional aspects of the library. To ensure fair comparison among the platforms, all of them are configured to the same packet format - 9 bytes MTU with 3 bytes header and 1 byte of checksum, leaving 5 bytes for the payload. The result is evaluated in terms of (1) if the task can be accomplished with straightforward user code and (2) if the performance is consistent for the four platforms, demonstrating the potential of SwarmTalk serving as the building block for benchmark suites. All experiments are performed successfully 10 times each without failing. Videos of the recorded experiments can be found at: https://vimeo.com/373516798

#### 4.1 Hop Count

The hop count algorithm is frequently used in swarm robotics to measure network distance (and therefore an approximation of physical distance). In this simple algorithm, all robots in the swarm measure the minimum number of re-transmissions (or hops) required for a message to reach it. This is implemented by having a single seed send out a message to its neighbors with a hop value equal to 0. All other robots keep track of the lowest hop value they receive and update the local hop count with the minimal value + 1. All robots keep sending its hop count to all the neighbors. This simple algorithm propagates messages from robot to robot and measures the minimum number of hops for each robot to the seed. This algorithmic primitive is used in a wide variety of behaviors, including allowing motion without network disconnection [37], trilateration based localization [26], group motion control [38], and group event detection [13].

Two sets of experiments are conducted to demonstrate the capability of multi-channel communication and the advantage of channel-based event-driven programming. All pictures are recorded using a ceiling camera for physical platforms, or through screen captures for simulated platforms, 10 seconds after the program starts running to capture the converged state. For the first set of experiments, 36 robots are placed to form a compact square shape for all four platforms, with the upper left robot as the only seed. Only
Figure 4: Gradients generated using the hop count algorithm, with a single seed robot placed in the upper left corner for each platform. The color displayed by each robot’s LED represents the hop count, where red means the hop count is an even number and the blue means otherwise. The lines were manually added to the images and denote approximate single-hop boundaries. Although communication range and shape differs from robot to robot, a uniquely distinct gradient forms on all four platforms.

As shown in figure 4, clear gradients, as alternations between red and blue LEDs, are displayed for all platforms, showing the convergence of the hop count algorithm with one seed.

For the second set of experiments, robots are with the same placement, but with two seeds instead. Assume one seed at the upper left corner as the seed_1 and the other seed at the lower left corner as the seed_2. The previous implementation can be easily modified to have two channels for the robots to communicate the hop count from different seeds separately. The sent_1() and the recv_1() functions are the callbacks for one of the channels to communicate the hop counts from seed_1, while the sent_2() and the recv_2() are for the other channel for hop counts from seed_2.

The result is shown in figure 5, with all robots accurately keep track of two distance values, showing the reliability and accuracy of dual SwarmTalk channels. The hop count convergence from seed_1 and from seed_2 are essentially parallel operations that are independent of each other. That means adding more parallel communication tasks is as simple as adding more channels with pairs of event-driven functions. Without using the library, the same programming task can be achieved by adding differentiators in the packet payload and using conditional logic at the receiving end to
4.2 Firefly Synchronization

A wide range of swarm behaviors such as locomotion [38, 48], shared-channel communication [7], and distributed decision making [8], all rely on synchronization in time between robots throughout the swarm. One commonly used approach to create the time synchronization is using the synchronization of pulse-coupled biological oscillators [23, 29]. Here robots can synchronize their clocks by sending “synchronization” messages to their neighbors on “flashing”. These neighbors then update their period length, trying to match the next “flashing” of their neighbors. Since the firefly synchronization requires good estimation of the delay between when the “firing” takes place, i.e. the message sent, and when the neighbors “perceive” it, i.e. the message reception [47], it is a great example to examine the timestamp delay measurement method used by SwarmTalk. To manually increase the delay to make this test more challenging, each robot is sending a dummy message with 4 bytes using a channel with 4 bytes of timestamp. As each packet only has 1 byte remaining (5 bytes of payload - 4 bytes of timestamp), each “flashing” message will require 4 packets to be delivered.

The experiment is conducted with the same robot placement as the hop count one, with 36 robots forming a square and starting to flash randomly. Each time a robot flashes, it will send the 4-packet dummy message to all of its near neighbors. Upon message reception, neighboring robots will estimate their clocks by the time the message was actually sent, by subtracting the message buffering delay provided by SwarmTalk to the current clock, and adjust their period length accordingly. The video is recorded by a ceiling camera or using screen capture. The result is evaluated by counting the number of robots flashing at any given time, as shown in figure 6. The higher the number of robots flashing at the same time, or the y-axis value, the better the swarm is synchronized. Starting from a randomly flashing state, indicated by the noisy beginning of each plot, all four platforms successfully converged to a synchronized state as indicated by the clean vertical spikes at the end of the plot. Since clocks are skewed among robots, a few robots will still flash slightly out of sync. Therefore the curves realistically never reach 36, the total number of robots.

In order to determine the effectiveness of the estimated buffering delay, we also conduct a comparison experiment between the baseline implementation that uses the buffering delay to mitigate the message delay (same as the previous implementation) and the implementation that ignores the buffering delay. Both experiments use the same 36 physical Kilobots and send 4-packet messages when flashing, thus having the same amount of buffering delay. However, when the receive callback functions are invoked with the buffering delay as argument, the baseline implementation subtracts the delay from the current clock, while the implementation without delay mitigation just uses the unchanged current clock. From figure 7, the baseline implementation stays shorter at the randomly flashing state, whereas the other one exhibits noisy curves until almost 10 seconds, and converges better, with higher y-axis values than that of the other one. From our observation of the video, without any delay mitigation, the message delay cause flashing “waves” that move across the robots and stop the robots from synchronizing, in comparison to the baseline implementation where the flashing are synchronized good enough to not see any wave.

4.3 Relative Motion

Individuals within a swarm are often required to move in position relative to their neighbors, for example in reconfiguration [48] or during shape formation [37]. This is often further complicated by the lack of global position sensing available to individuals. As a result, robots within the swarm frequently control their motion based on sensing relative information about their neighbors, such as heading and distance. This behavior is manifested in many different applications and approaches, from flocking, where aerial vehicles [17]
or ground robots [18] maintain distance and heading to neighbors, to shape motion of individuals in shape formation [5, 37, 41].

The task for relative motion is defined as edge following. There are four seed robots placed in the middle as stationary anchors and two follower robots trying to go clockwise around the seeds at a fixed distance. Only distance sensing is provided during communication. Each seed can not talk to other seeds, and each follower can not talk to other followers. To avoid collision, each seed can only be followed by one follower while other followers trying to follow the same seed stop and wait. This edge following behavior can test the performance of SwarmTalk under a dynamic network topology as well as the ability to provide situated communication.

The implementation of this algorithm is achieved by creating two channels, one for the followers to send their states to the seeds and the other for the seeds to send the states to the followers. This implementation demonstrates the use case of having two unidirectional channels for two types of agents, with each only publishing to one of the channels and subscribing to the other. The experiment video is recorded using a ceiling camera or with screen capture for at least 5 complete revolutions. The video is then mapped with red and blue lines indicating the path of two followers as in figure 8. The resulting path graphs show successful edge following behavior, with clear similarities among the four platforms.

5 RELATED WORK

There have been works in the field of robotics and sensor network for system level abstractions trying to hide lower level details for easier and platform independent user experience. Some of the most prominent systems include ROS [34] and TinyOS [21]. ROS is the most commonly used robotics middleware and uses a topic based publish-subscribe model for communication. However, ROS is not suitable for fully distributed swarm platforms due to its centralized nature. ROS2 is a recent advancement to address the increasing need for the distributed multi-agent scenarios using the Real-Time Publish-Subscribe protocol (RTPS) by the OMG Data-Distribution Service as the new underlying communication architecture [28]. Even with a decreased hardware requirement, neither ROS2 nor its underlying RTPS protocol can fit onto hardware as simplistic as, for example, the Kilobot.

TinyOS is an event-driven operating system for embedded wireless devices. TinyOS uses nesC language to statically link all callbacks at compile time to achieve fully non-blocking operation [14]. However, TinyOS is rarely used in robotics platforms where actuation appears to be much more common than seen in the wireless sensor nodes. The default communication formats used by TinyOS are also too heavy to be fit onto the Kilobot. Other operating system abstractions include OpenSwarm [43], which provides a multi-threading abstraction to allow more complex programs and to make better use of the computational resources.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented SwarmTalk, the first communication library for highly resource-constrained and mobile swarm robotics platforms. We have demonstrated the portability of SwarmTalk and its easy-to-use API. SwarmTalk-based implementations of different canonical algorithms perform almost identically across different platforms, making the case for SwarmTalk as the basis for a cross-platform benchmark suite.

While SwarmTalk has proven to be powerful for the problems we have tackled thus far, there are a number of open questions. In our current design, there are two types of channels - the general-purpose channel and the time channel with buffering delay estimation. A few commonly-used and purpose specific channels, such as debug or data harvesting channels, may prove useful and offer a good trade-off between generality and efficient implementation. Swarm-level operations, such as group re-program, or complicated network protocols, such as routing, should also be explored to see if they should be implemented as specialized channels or if they are orthogonal to the communication model.

It would be valuable to investigate more complicated algorithms for potential inclusion in the benchmark suite, such as leader election and generating coordinate system. Leader election allows a swarm of homogeneous decentralized robots to use a leader to make a centralized decision, coordinate actions [15], or seed a distributed coordinate system [41]. Coordinate systems, on the other hand, are frequently used in tasks that require precise global control, such as shape formation [37], [13], message routing [22], or providing robot-to-robot sensing [17]. Current packet and memory configurations have thus far been empirically determined; we plan to evaluate different settings to further relax the hardware constraint and improve performance.
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